Prior Auth/TAR

NURSE to add clinical
information or substitute for
formulary equivalent

PROVIDER to clarify clinical
information or preference

FRONT OFFICE to complete
demographic and fax/send to
insurance or pharmacy

FO should hold onto doc & check with
the pharmacy in 2-3 days (re-fax if
necessary). If approved, F0 to notify pt &
pharmacy.

Disability Forms

Records Release
Request (expect 1 week
completion)

PROVIDER

NURSE (OPTIONAL) to add
clinical information

NURSE

MEDICAL RECORDS
STAFF to process per
protocol

- PROVIDER if records to be
released directly to the patient or
records of a staff member
- Mental Health provider if MH
records requested

Durable Medical
Equipment

NURSE to complete clinical
information

FRONT OFFICE to complete
demographic and fax/send to
patient or disability agency

Records request forms by WCHC from
outside provider should be tracked by FO
Care Team Rep. for 3 weeks to ensure
records received

NOTE: provider should be
notified of patient transferring
care

PROVIDER for signature and
clarification

CTMA to complete
demographic / call lab /
etc.

LAB DENIAL

CLINIC NURSE MANAGER

PROVIDER (IF NEEDED) to
clarify clinical information

HOSPITAL H&P /
DISCHARGE SUMMARY /
ER RECORDS

CLINIC NURSE MANAGER

CARE TEAM NURSE

PROVIDER

LABS/DI RESULTS NOT
ASSOCIATED WITH
ORDER

NURSE to triage criticall values

Tracked labs entered into
eCW

PROVIDER

CONSULT NOTES

MEDICAL RECORDS to
Address referral

PROVIDER

NURSE (if needed) to
complete items needed
based on report

ALL DIABETIC EYE EXAM
OR COLONOSCOPY
PROCEDURE OR PATH
REPORT

MEDICAL RECORDS checks for
pending referral ticket and
satisfying referral

Create or satisfy
corresponding DI order to
satisfy alerts

PROVIDER

SNF / GROUP HOME /
ASSISTED LIVING
DOCUMENTS

PROVIDER

RECORDS FROM
PREVIOUS PROVIDERS

CTMA for pts 18 yrs and
younger to pull out immunization
history
(Directly to provider for adults)

SCHOOL PHYSICAL/
CHILDCARE

NURSE to fill out and schedule
appt if needed, per protocol

ADVANCED DIRECTIVE

MEDICAL RECORDS to
review and place directly into
chart per protocol

HOME HEALTH / PT /
HOSPICE

PROVIDER

PROVIDER

NOTE: provider can request
specific documents to be
highlighted from record

